
DISCUSSION DOCUMENT 

The Role of the Party and its place in the national liberation movement 

Introduction 

The enlarged meeting of the CC discussed some specific question relating to the Party's 

independent role and its place in the national liberation movement. As these questions 

touch on the very being, the strategy and tactics of the Party, the meeting resolved 

that the CC should produce a special document for discussion by the whole membership. 

It is in response to that decision that accordingly the present document was prepared. 

The historic role of the Communist Party, 

The CP is the vanguard party of the working class. Composed of the most advanced 

section of this class and guided by the ideology of Marxism—Leninism, the historic 

task of all Communist Parties in the capitalist countries is to lead the working class 

in its struggle for the victory of the socialist revolution - for the establishment 

of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the construction of socialism. 

Such also is the historic task of the SACP, But as Marx wrote in his 'Eighteenth 

Brunraire' s 
fMen make their own history, but they do not make it just as they 
please; they do not make it undet circumstances,, chbeen "by them8--
selves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given and 
transmitted from the people'. 

The men and women organised in the SACP and the class which they lead, are also called 

upon to make their own history* Being themselves products of human development, they 

must make this history under circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted 

from the past and not under circumstances chosen by themselves, What are these 

circumstances! 

Class and Colour 

The SACP and the labour movement of our country as a whole have discussed the question 

of class and colour in South Africa over and over again during the last seven decades. 

This was because the struggle for a socialist South Africa demanded and demands a correct, 

scientific understanding of the relationship between class and colour in our situation* 

National oppression and racism in their most intense and rabid forms are some of the 

circumstances transmitted from the past which determine for the communists of South 

Africa the setting in which they have to make their own history. This has meant that 

| we have to appreciate the actual reality of our country in which questions of race 

"Hand colour have served to camouflage the process of class differentiation and 

} \ antagonisms, and to refract the direct confront cat ion between the bourgeoisie and the 

O ' proletariat. 

Having appreciated that reality, our Party therefore had to pose the question - do we 
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now, immediately, place in front of the working class and the toiling masses of our 

country the task of the capture of political, power by the proletariat or does the 

socialist revolution have to pass through one or more phases before it tackles this 

particular task* 

We are all aware how our Party has answered this question in its Programme, other 

major policy statements and in its practical activity. Our strategic conception is 

that what we fight for now and have to fight for, is the victory of the national 

1£ democratic revolution* Our Party further defines the most important content of that 

revolution.-as-being the national emancipation of the lx.rican people, the majority as 

well as the most oppressed national group in our country, 

-A 

i Our Party therefore takes the position that the socialist revolution cannot succeed unless we carry through the democratic revolution in the first instance. Hence when 

questions are posed about the independent role of the Party and its place in the 

national liberation moveemnt at the present stage, these are questions abouHbhe „|*Qle 

of the Party in the democratic revolution. 

The democratic revolution is part of the socialist revolution. 

During the struggle for the achievement of the aims of the democratic revolution, the 

working class of our country has learnt to organise itself, to discover its class 

interests and to educate itself about the very process of struggle. All this is part 

of our undeniable historical experience* Our Party has been and continues to be an 

important participant in this historical process. 

In our work as a Communist Party, we move from the position stated by Lenin thats 

The socialist revolution is not a single act, it is not one battle 
on one front, but a whole epoch of acute class conflicts, a long 
series of battles on all fronts, i.e« on all questions of economics 
and politics, battles that can only end in the expropriation of the 
bourgeoisie. 

As Lenin continued* 

It would be a r?«dical mistake to think that the struggle for democracy 
was capable of diverting the proletariat from the socialist revolution 
or of hiding, overshadowing it, etc. On the contrary, in the same 
way as there can be no victorious socialism that does not practise 
full democracy, so the proletariat cannot prepare for its victory 
over the bourgeoisie without an all-round, consisten and revolutionary 
struggle for democracy, 

We have already said that in the South African case, the struggle for democracy, 

against national oppression, colonialism of a special type, against racism and fascism, 

is essentially a struggle for the national emancipation of the black oppressed majority. 

To prepare for its victory over the bourgeoisie, the proletariat of our country must 

wage an all-round, consistent and revolutionary struggle for the triumph of the 



national democratic revolution* The achievement of the aims of the-national democratic 

revolution demands a "broad alliance of all classes and strata, especially amongst the 

racially oppressed, who can be mobilised in support of these aims* Although all 

classes amongst the black oppressed have an interest in ending national oppression, 

they do not share the same goals of the fundamental social transformation of a 

liberated1South Africa. The inevitable victory of the national liberation movement can 

only be truly meaningful and guaranteed if the capitalist system of exploitation, which 

is the true foundation and purpose of racist oppression, is destroyed. For this reason 

the Party believes that within the broad alliance for, national liberation the working 

class must be the leading ̂ revolutionary force. This means that the Party, together 

with other forward looking forces, must ensure that the end result of the present 

phase of our struggle is the winning of peoples power and the creation of a state in 

which the working class in town and countryside in alliance with the poor peasants, 

will be the leading force* 

Can the Proletariat irlead the democratic revolution? 

The strategic orientatinn of our Party in the national democratic revolution in South 

Africa hinges decisively'on this question - can the working class in fact constitute 

the vanguard of the forces that fight for the victory of the national democratic 

revolution? 

It is our answer to this question that differentiates the positions of the communists 

of South Africa from those of the emerging black bourgeoisie .and the democratic - ,-••<- •: 

minded petty bourgeoisie with respect to all major issues of the democratic revolution* 

O w ^ 

Our Party's position on this question is of course well known to. all of us. Stated 

^ ciw^simply it is that the working class can and must lead all other classes and strata 

^ -i^in the struggle far,the victory of the national democratic revolution. What are the 

j(t~* * ^theoretical bases for this strategic conception? 

ZjM^ In his 'Titfo Tactics.,D' Lenin points out that? 

\ v̂*"*"} The very position the bourgeoisie holds as a class in capitalist 
\ tJnA- society inevitably leads to its inconsistency in a democratic 

*y ™ revolution The very position the proletariat holds as a class 
6) compels it to be consistently democratic. The bourgeoisie looks 

backward in fear of democratic progress which threatens to strengthen 
the proletariat. The proletariat has nothing to lose but its 
chains, but with the aid of democratism it has the whole world 
to win. 

From this point of view it should therefore be clear that in its own interests the 

proletariat should strive to load the democratic revolution or, as Lenin sayss 

not to allow the leadership of. the' revolution to be assumed by the 
bourgeoisie but, on•the contrary, to take a most energetic part in 
it, to fight most resolutely for consistent proletarian democratism, 
for the revolution to be carried to its conclusion. 

'V" 
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The political representatives of the black petty bourgeoisie have over the years 

vacillated between a reformist and a revolutionary democratisation of South Africa* 

Undoubtedly in favour of a bourgeois democratic status quo, they have simultaneously 

been consistently against communism, believing that communist participation in the 

democratic revolution would push this revolution in both its form and content, beyond 

the bounds acceptable and beneficial to the petty bourgeoisie. 

At the same time, conscious that they could not bring about a democratic transformation 

on their own, they have sought to arouse the black oppressed masses into struggle 

while seeking to confine the perspectives and demands of these masses within a 

bourgeois nationalist framework which, among other things, would with nationalist pride, 

** support the emergence of a strong black bougeoisie. 

J^s •& The political representatives of this petty bourgeois tendency in the democratic 

4 
revolution have included such groups as the PAC, the 'gang of 8', sections of the 

'black consciousness movement', the leaders of the Bantustans and so on. 

i-jy'jF' The relative positions of the various classes and strata in South Africa, the objective 

$ ifr conditions which constitute the reality of our country, all make it necessary that the 

&y%\ black workers and peasants should lead the national democratic revolution for this 

\*.*T revolution to meet the aspirations of the majority of the people, 

fv#.* .^Subjectively this is made possible by the fact that the working class has a political 

%fcy vanguard, the SACP, with &n ideology, a programme, its strategy and tactics and 

J*\\ orSanisa^ional structures enabling it to represent and ennunciate the class interests 

v f$''* °^ ^ e Pr°le"taria^? "to organise and lead this class to play its role in the democratic 

°̂ * \f revolution. 

rV v * • , The fact that, for historical reasons, the class struggle in^^i^h^ifrica today assumes^ 
A democratic forms £ould never signify that the Party must abandon its task of organising, 

{^ educating and leading the working class into struggle* To do so would in any case 

Ar ^constitute a betrayal of the democratic revolution and the further complication and 

i\Jr postponement of the socialist one. 
^ ' 

To take the matter further, it is the task of the Party to strive to ensure that the 

working class participates fully in all popular organisations of the democratic 

revolution and most of all, the AND, Umkhonto we Sizwe and of course, the progressive 

trade union moveement. Whether or not the proletariat becomes the leading force in 

the organisations of the democratic revolution is a practical matter of the extent of 

the involvement of this proletariat in these organisations and hence its influence 

and authority among the social forces that accept the leadership of these organisations. 

The LiJDeratio^J^X^PP .̂̂ I ,̂Afo,?,. ffi;1^* 

The specific history and conditions of the class and national struggle in South Africa 



have helped to mould the concrete forms in which the alliance of revolutionary forces 

expresses itself, In organisational terms the liberation alliance is expressed through 

the liberation front headed by the African National Congress. The Party is a publicly 

acknowledged integral part of this front and there is broad agreement between the two 

organisations Cn the strategy and tactics of the immediate phase of our revolution* 

In the discussions which preceeded the enlarged meeting one of our units welcomed the 

emphasis in our main document on the role of the working class as a separate force. 

It felt that* 

"for some time now there has been a wrong tendency in our practical 
work to play doxm the leading role of the working class in order 
to maintain diplomatic relations with the AUG" 

ii then went on to say? 

"In this connection attention is draim to the phrase fnational liberation 
movement ..headed by the AUG1 which appears in our documents like a 
magic incantation every time we refer to the liberation movement. 
But what exactly does it mean? That the ANC leads, and others must 
follow ~« in matters of policy etc? Or that the ANC in fact now 
heads the alliance because it is the most numerous? Perhaps this 
should.be phrased more carefully to explain exactly "what we do mean, 
and not leave an apparent contrast between.the leading role of the 
working class and the leading part of the ANC. 

The apparent inconsistency of claiming that the Party is the vanguard of the working 

class and at the same time projecting the ANC as leading the liberation movement wals 

dealt with in some detail in the report on organisation which carrie before the enlarged 

meeting of the CC in '1970* The report posed the question as -followss 

Are: we doing .violence to the vanguard principle when we talk in our 
programme of the ANC leading the liberation alliance? Is not this:; 
formulation inconsistent with the formulation in the very same 
programmes i?the central and immediate task of the Communist Party 
is to lead the fight for the national liberation of the non-white, 
people and for the victory of the democratic revolution?" Not 
at all! If correct leadership of the democratic revolution requires 
the strengthening of the national movement as the major mass organis
ational force, then this is precisely the way in which a Party exercises 
its leading and vanguard role in the real (and not vulgar) sense 
of the term. As long as the Party does not itself lose its 
independence, identity and guiding role^ the support for, and collab
oration with, bodies like the FLN (as in Vietnam) or the ANC 
(as in South Africa)-and their projection as the force leading the 
struggle is in no way inconsistent with the true role o;f the 
vanguard organisation* 

We accept that, in our conditions, the primary public mobilising force for winning. 

the aims of the national democratic revolution must be a mass natioanl movememnt in 

which all classes amongst the oppressed have a place* But this approach has given 

rise to some ancillary cruestions* In this phase does the working class Party restrict 

itself to long term education and propaganda about Marxism and a socialist South Africa, 

leaving the national moveemnt to guide all classes amongst the oppressed in their 

day to day struggles which will culminate in a victory of the national democratic 

http://should.be
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revolution? In other words, x̂rill the Party of the working class only really come into 

its own as an independent political force leading the struggle for a socialist South 

Africa after the immediate stage of the revolution is achieved? The same question is 

sometimes put in a different ways There seems so little difference between the Party 

and the ANC on the practical and ideological content of the immediate struggle that the 

Party has less and less room in which to demarcate its public functions as an indepen

dent political force in the day to day struggles of the people* Some related questions 

have also been posed by one or two comrades from fraternal liberation organisations who 

draw on experiences gained in their own struggles* Prelimo, for example, began its life 

and won the first stage of its victory as a single national liberation movement* Despite 

the absence of an independently organised working class party, Prelimo proceeded 

smoothly to the second stage of the Mozambique revolution; it transformed itself into 

a Marxist-Leninist vanguard party and began the process of creating conditions for the 

eventual construction of a socialist Mozambique* Angola followed a similar pattern* 

Some of those who have been through this experience have asked why we. in South Africa 

cannot envisage the same process which would, at the same time, avoid fcompeting* claims 

to the leadership of the revolution? As a basis for finding answers to these questions 

it is necessary, in the first place, to discuss the character of the ANC as a braadly 

based national movement* 

The Character of the ANC 

The ANC is a national movement* But even a superficial examination of its basic 

programmatic documents shows that it embraces a nationalism which has very little in 

common with traditional bourgeois nationalism. Its strategy and tactics talks of 

t Teconomic emancipation1 as a key element in its -understanding of what true national 

liberaation means; of a 'speedy progression from formal liberation to genuine and 

lasting emancipation1 j of a perspective which 'is made more real by the existence in 

our country of a large and growing working class whose militancy and political 

consciousness as a revolutionary class constitutes a distinct and reinforcing layer 

of ourMiberation1* The ANC clearly rejects the kind of nationalism which will lead to 
fan elite group amongst the oppressed people (gaining) ascendency so that they can 

replace the oppressor in the exploitation of the mass'* 

In addition, the ANCfs international position has progressively developed towards the 

establishment of close bonds with the socialist î orld and the world working class 

movement; in short, the ANC has stood fast by the principles of x̂rhat we have come to 

understand by proletarian internationalism* 

There ca,n be no doubt that our Party can be proud of the fundamental contribution it 

has made to the evolvement of the advanced revolutionary nationalism of the ANC* It 

is these very achievements which provide further food for thought in the area we are 
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discussing* For example the issue has been raised xfhether the tendency in the ANC 

towards the kind of radical nationalism we have referred to will not be understood by 

our people as changing the character of the national movement and transforming the ANC 

itself into a Marxist-Leninist vanguard? If this is so, the vital role of the ANC as 

a broad mass national movement which hopes for the participation and allegiance of all 

classes and groups amongst the oppressed would obviously be put at risk* Again, if 

the adoption of such radical nationalism implies that the ANC is becoming a Marxist-

Leninist vanguard, what then is the justification tfor the existence of the Party either 

now or in the future? 

We do not believe that the advanced nature of the iiNCfs revolutionary nationalism 

constitutes any kind of threat to the character of the ANC as a national movement or 

that it unduly narrows its broad class base* On the contrary if the ANC were to retreat 

from such a position it would no longer be committed to genuine national liberation* 

The struggle would be abandoned to the small black elite who, as elsewhere in Africa, 

have shown that their kind of 1national liberation' is little more thr̂ n the capture of 

political office so as to win a share in the continued exploitation and domination of 

their people* 

It is also clear that the ANC's ideological stand on the main content of genuine 

liberation and its recognition of the working class as constituting a 'distinct and 

re-inforcing layer1 of the liberation movement, does not undermine its position as a 

national l£bQ??$ipTi movement* 

faring the struggle for the liberation of Mozambique, Prelimo jealously guarded its 

character as a national liberation front* It ensured the participation of all genuinely 

anti-colonialist forces from whatever class they came* At the same time it made clear 

that the Prelimo liberation front has fas its point of departure the negation of the 

exploitation of man by man* (Mozambique Review, October-December 1972)0 Throughout 

its history Prelimo recognised that there were differing class tendencies amongst the 

oppressed people which reflected itself xrithin the organisation* Prelimo was contin

uously on its tous 'to fight the enemy lurking in our minds, that is the capitalist 

ideology imposed by colonialism*oft••
f (President Machel, 1972 address to Frelimofs 

centre for military and political training)* All this in no x̂ ay meant that Frelimo 

had become a Marxist-Leninist vanward of the proletariats indeed throughout its 

period of struggle it insisted that Tthe first battle is to instill national conscious

ness, stress the importance of amity and of wiping out tribalism1 (ibid)* 

In the same way the ANC, although it will always share with Prelimo the accusation 

from the enemy that it is nothing but a communist Marxist-Leninist conspiracy, is not 

and should not become a Marxist Leninist vanguard at this stage of our revolution* 

Although there are communists within the ANC (as there were a core of Marxists within 



Frelimo from its very foundation), it is not, and should not become, an organisation 

which is guided by and propagates the integrated ideology of Marxism-Leninis* Neither 

can it make the acceptance of Marxist ideology a condition of membership* 

Whilst correctly recognising the primary role of the workers and peasants in the present 

struggle for liberation (as- Frelimo did), the AUG does not and should not thereby become 

the political and organisational vanguard of a single class, the proletariat* It 

correctly welcomes within its rai^s .all: liberation fighters whatever their social 

origins who support its revolutionary nationalism* Whilst its policy for the future, 

as set out in the Freedom Charter, is not inconsistent with, an advance towards social

ism in the po§t~liberatiofr period, the AUG does not and should not demand a commitment 

to a socialist South Africa* It.jrfû t Clearly retain its character as the mass organ

isational instrument of ajt Social forces who can be won over to fight fthe first battlef* 

The Frelimo way - is it correct fmv South Africa? 

The experience of every struggle adds valuable new material to the storehouse of 

revolutionary theory* It is therefore of great value to study each struggle experience 

and to examine whether a specific approach which has been successfully tested in 

another situation has relevance to our own* 

The relationship bwetween mass movements and working class parties at different 

stages of class and national struggles has shown a variety of patterns from country 

to country* Even xclthin a single country these relationships have altered in the 

course of time depending upon changes in the dynamics of the situation* A few examples 

will help.to illustrate this point* 

In Vietnam there emerged a most varied and creative relationship between the workers 

party and the mass movement* It assumed specific forms at the different stages of the 

struggle and in particular received different emphasis between the north and the south 

during the period of the enforced division of the country* Nevertheless, throughout 

the period from tho formation of the Party (1931 ) to the date of victory (1976) "the 

working class party strictly guarded its independence, maintained its public role as 

the vanguard of the working people and projected itself as the key instrument of the 

Vietnamese revolutionary process* It played an indispensable part in the broad mass 

liberation fronts xfhich emerged at the different stages of the struggle and it always 

did so as an equal partner, exercising its role by example and democratic persuasion 

rather than by command and conspiracy* Of special importance to our present discussion 

is the fact that throughout most of this period the basic slogan and the immediate 

content of the struggle in Vietnam centred on broad national issues and democratic 

changes rather than the perspective for a socialist Vietnam* 

^^uba, the two organised forces which played the dominant role in the unfolding 

of the revolution were the July 26th Movement and the Communist Party. In the early 
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stages co-operation x̂ as minimal and there existed a degree of hostility between the 

two* But as the revolution progressed a special form of co-operation developed and 

in the post-liberation period the two organisations amalgamated to form the Communist 

Party of Cuba as the single Marxist-Leninist vanguard. 

We have already touched on Mozambique and noted that, unlike Vietnam and Cuba, no 

seperate workers organisation played a significant role in the liberation struggle* 

Prelimo was created in 1962 out of an amalgam of exile-based organised national 

liberation groups* At the begining the new organisation was fmarred by tribal recrim

inations, expulsions, withdrawl, as between exile politicians who refused to give up 

the dead futile in-fighting of an irrelevent brrad of nationalist politics* (Editorial. 

Mozambique Revolution April-June 1972). 

The key role .of creating a militant united national movement was played by outstanding 

young cadres who had already made Marxism-Leninism their ideological lodestar. And 

right from the begining this group skillfully began.to plant the ideological =§eeds 

which would make possible a continuing revolution towards socialism in the post-liberation 

era. But our admiration for the brilliant progression of Frelimo ought not to blind 

us to the special features of our two struggles, the distinctive socio-economic condit

ions which shape them, and the contrasting historical background against which the key 

organised forces of the struggle emerged. 

Our liberation front emerged and developed inside our country and has its own unique 

history* It is composed of organisations with well over half a century of class and 

national battle experience. The advanced ideological character of the ANC is not just 

the work of a group of individual Marxist-Leninistsj it is rather the result of the 

impact of our class based movement representing and mobilising the distinctive revolut

ionary energies and potential of the working class. Equally, the shift in the Partyfs 

appreciation of the relationship between the class and national struggle in our country 

as set out in our 1962 Programme, reflected the impact of the national struggles 

initiated by the liberation organisations of the various oppressed groups. Despite its 

ea,rlier uneven history, this mutually re-inforcing influence between the working class 

and the national movement is a distinctive feature of the history of our struggle. It 

is ja South African realit y. And especially in the post-1950 period the independent 

and complinentary role of both streams of revolutionary effort has served to enrich 

enormously the \tfhole revolutionary process. 

But our approach for the present and for the immediate future is not based only on 

history and tradition^ it is rooted, amongst other things, in an understanding of the 

P?^^^]P^.P^.^p)S^S^-S^-- °\arSrS1
 an^ B£liii££ which contrasts 

sharply with the Mozambican situation. The high level of capitalist development in 

South Africa has given birth to a much more distinctive form of class stratification 

not only in the enemy camp but also amongst the black oppressed. The economic 

file:///tfhole


foundations of petty bourgeouis nationalism are much more solid in our country and are 

"being made more so as the enemy proceeds with its more deliberate strategy of creating 

a larger black middle strata with a stake in the capitalist system* 

The numerical strength, struggle experience, and high level of class and political 

consciousness of the black proletariat, is immediately observable in South Africa on 

a scale which is quite incomparable to the conditions which faced Prblimo# In South 

Africa the most effective guarantor for the maintenance of revolutionary nationalist 

perspectives in the national democratic revolution is our working class* It fights 

not only as part of the class alliance which is represented by the national movement, 

but also as an independent class contingent with aims which are not in conflict with 

a national struggle but go beyond it in a much more direct imy* Thus in our situation 

the ongoing struggle against bourgeois and petty bourgeois nationalism as well as the 

vital need to ensure a primary place for the working class in the revolutionary process, 

cries out for the continued strengthening of the proletaria/fc fs independent vanguard -

The SACP. 

'FolSt - lltvonia problems 

The practical implemenatatinn of the above approach has given rise to new problems in 

the last few decades which are partly connected with the conditions in which the whole 

movement has been forced to work in the Post-Rivonia period* We draw attention to some 

of these merely as a basis for unit discussion* 

A« Tne Party is not just a conceptj it is an organ which must be seen and identified, 

more especially by the working class and its allies, as an effective advance-guard 

which is. visibly a part of them* Although our leadership and membership reflect the 

social composition of our people, our enemies are always at pains to project the Party 

as minority-led and dominated. This distortion can be spread more easily because, 

since the death of leading figures such as comrades Kotane and J*B;Marks, the African 

Party leaders are faceless* This fact encourages the impression that revolutionaries 

amongst the minority groups express their leadership through the Party and that 

Africans do so through the ANC. 

We of course understand that the exterior leadership of our liberation front has often 

to work in an environment which is unsympathetic to the role of communists in the 

national struggle. This raises very real problems x̂rhen it comes to the open acknowledg

ment by some ANC leaders that they are also Party leaders* We have perhaps been too 

timid in this area* The contributions of both comrades Kotane and Marks o,s ANC 

leaders was, in our experience, very little affected by the well known fact that they 

occupied the key posts in the Party* The enlarged meeting felt that urgent attention 

be given to this problem, appreciating at the sam£ time hhat it requires delicate 
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handling and close consultation with our allies* 

B. The question of our image is only one side of the problem* Equally important is 

the need to participate in Party life as one of the primary tasks of ever#* Party cadre 

from top to bottom* Here too problems arise which are connected with conditions under 

which we have to wdrk in the exterior* The overwhelming majority of our membership are 

integrated into one or other structure of the ANC in a professional full time capacity* 

The work in which they are engaged is the work of the revolution and is therefore vital 

Party work* But it is obviously a form of liquidationism to allow a position to develop 

in which work in Party structures and collectives is completely neglected, becomes a 

mere hobby, and takes second place to everything else* There is no doubt that such an 

approach will not only weaken the Party but will dilute the effectiveness of the 

contribution which Party members can make to the struggle as a whole. 

£* Problems connected with the independent role of the Party also arise in the area 

of mass work* Put simply, the key question here isj who speaks to the people and on 

what issues? 

It is clear that one of the most important tasks of the Party is to spread a mass 

understanding of the relationship between the national struggle and the struggle for 

socialism, generally to educate the workers and other strata in the ideas of Marxism-

Leninism, and to attract the most advanced elements to the ranks of the Party* But is 

this all? Surely not! The Party would never have achieved its position as an advanced 

political fighting force if its history had been merely one of educating people about 

some future millenium and, in the meanwhile dragging in the tail of the mass movement* 

We have always exercised both our duty and our right as a Party to engage in agitation 

mobilisation and organisation, especially of the working class around the day to day 

issues which confront them* If we cease to do this x̂e cease to be a Party in the real 

meaning of the term* 

The real question is hoxf we exercise this duty and right in a situation in w hich we 

all accept that the AFC is the public head and spokesman on behalf of the alliance of 

forces which constitute the liberation movement, and of which we are an integral part? 

Is this position undermined if the Party engages in public activity in its own name on 

vital issues affecting the people fs day to day lives? It could surely only be under 

mined if we did so in a comet it ive way or in a way which is a departure from the 

common approach of the alliance* 

In any case, the Party's public intervention on any current issue will have a special 

content which the AUCfs intervention should not and cannot have* In our case there is 

no daily problem facing the working people, whether in town or countryside, which 

cannot be linked to the ravages of capitalism; and it is only our Party which can 



present tnis connection in an undiluted way* 

In making the above points we -are in no way deviating from the post—Rivonia approach 

which projects the ANC as heading the alliance and as being its chief public spokesman. 

We will comment on this further in the next section. Here, it is necessary to stress 

that xtfe are dealing with what is basically a practical question which can always be 

resolved in a fraternal spirit. There are obviously certain major areas of policy 

and national campaigning"which can more appropriately be initiated and pursued by the 

ANC as the head of the liberation alliance* But even here, supporting activity by the 

other independent sectors of the alliance - whether it be SACU or the Party - is not 

out of place, 

D. Dealing with the Paerfcy and its relationship to the ANC in the post i960 period, 

the Central Committee^s 1970 report on organisation saids 

this (the formation of MK) was not the first occasion when the 
Party and the AEC co-operated intimately in the prosecution of 
our revolutionary tasks j it had its precedent in the impressive 
mass struggles of the 50s* Although for historical reasons no 
formal relationship was ever created between the Party and the ANC, 
it- is nc emgeration to claim that in the pre-Rivonia period they 
were the two' most powerful pillars of the liberation front* There 
is no constitutional formula or framework within which this close 
relationship would fit* It did not even express itself in a joint 
meeting and certainly not in any sort of formal agreementj yet it 
was uniquely close, and was understood by most. What made collaT>-

— oration of this special type possible? 

In the girst place no significant differences existed betx̂ reen the 
¥\46 organisations on the mean content, tactics and strategy of 
the South African revolution, This was at one and the same time 
the cause and effect of the loyal devotion and hard work of so 
many oorrnunists who were also members of their aational organ
isation::'* Kene of them hid their identities either as communists 
or as AUG cadres,, Those who functioned at both levels were not 
doing so to 'capture1 either organisation for the other but to 
achieve the maximum political impact for our common immediate aims* 
The views > mood and argument of ANC leaders influenced the formulation 
of Party policy, and the process also worked the other way about. 
Thin was a period of tmiiual and fruitful exchange and interdependence. 

In practice this interplay of ideas and policies in all important 
spheres was made possible because so many prominent members of both 
leaderships functioned effectively and collectively at both levels. 
This was of enormous benefit to both organisations and, what is more 
important, to the oppressed people of South Africa. It may have 
been argued that the two organisations should have taken steps before 
1963 to create more formal machinery to give expression to their 
co-operation* But there can be no doubt that so long as both 
leaderships were, active and functioned as real collectives inside 
i^S^9}Sij£? no 3-cn§ c&el it not appear to be urgent or pressing to 
formalise the alliance. After all, it seemed to be working in 
practice and there did not appear to be an urgent call for a radical 
departtire from the indirect form of association. 
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The post—Rivonia events resulted in the virtual elimination of 
internal political organisation and soon after the leading organs 
of both bodies ceased to exist inside the country. In the case 
of the ANC a provisional headquarters was set up in Africa* In 
the course of 'rime this headquarters took over almost exclusive 
control of all the effective functions of the leadership, planning, 
direction and guidance of the struggle and, in particular, the 
military apparatus. It also carried out the functions of the Congress 
alliance as a whole© In the early stages of this phase there was 
thus hardly any participation in the leadership of the struggle 
by eigher the Party of the organisations whic had been part of the 
Congress alliance* This departure from the previous position was 
partly connected with the decision taken at home by our Central 
Committee that the external mission of the ANC should for the time 
being represent and speak on behalf of the whole Congress alliance* 
This decision - which did not envisage a situation in which the whole 
burden of leadership of the internal struggle would be carried for 
a long time by the external forces - had been influenced by some of 
the objective difficulties which faced the liberation forces outside 
the country in their new environment* 

Today, ten years later, the functions of the overall leadership of the internal struggle 

a,re still being carried out in the exterior* And unavoidably what appeared to be a 

temporary.expedient in 1963, may last a little while yetft The special external 

conditions under which the relationships between the organisations constituting the 

liberation front have to be pursued have already been referred to above* But there is 

no doubt that we have made great strides tox̂ ards a more formal and more institutionalised 

collaboration* Since 1970 there have ''oeen regular joint meetings between representatives 

of the leading organs of the Party and the AFC* However, even more needs to' "be done in 

order to ensure an ongoing exchange of views and ideas and to reach agreement on all 

basic policy questions in a rapidly changing and volatile situation in our country* 

There is certainly no significant tendency either within the ANC or the Party which 

interprets the phrase friational liberation movement headed by the ANC1 as meaning 

that the ANC leads and the others must just follow. It is not a question of who 

speaks publicly on every issue* Nor can the issue be whether the Party ha,s an indepen

dent public presence both inside and outside our country ~ something which has nivei* 

been negotiable. The substance of our alliance in which the ANC has always had a 

special public place, is the degree to which the unfolding strategy and broad tactics 

of our revoluiton are the product of joint democratic decisions by all the partners in 

the alliance* 

^oncl-udin^ .note 

This document is intended as a basis for a discussion on this most important*question 

throughout the ranks of our Party. It has not necessarily raised every issue which is 

connected with the problem* Nor has it attempted to give a complete and definitive 

ajiswcr to all- the questions raised* It will have served its purpose if it has succeeded 

in raising some of the important issues as a basis for further thought and elaboration 

by our units* A decision on the precise follow up to this document will be recommended 

by the Political Bureau after it has considered the contribution from our membership* 

We expect to receive such contributions by not later than June 15~bh» 


